ACL Subscription Notice

ACL is happy to share some great news with you! Effective September 2, 2014 ACL is introducing subscription licensing to all customers that includes exciting new capabilities to increase the value provided in each software license and ensure that we can continue to invest in improving our products and your customer experience.

What does this mean for your current licenses? Please rest assured that you have and will retain a perpetual license to the version of the software you licensed prior to September 2, 2014. Please note, however, that future versions of the software, starting with AN 11 and AX 5, will only be offered on a subscription license basis.

Please check-out the following link for a copy of the ACL Software License Agreement that will apply to future subscription license versions of the software:

http://www.acl.com/pdfs/ACL_License_Agreement.pdf.

By renewing your support subscription you confirm that when you upgrade your software to the latest version, your software will be licensed on a subscription basis under the ACL Software License Agreement set out at the link above. As noted, this has no impact on your current perpetual licenses, which you will retain. For example, if you are currently licensing AN 10.5 under a perpetual license, and you upgrade to AN 11, you will retain a perpetual license to AN 10.5, but you will license AN 11 under a subscription license.

ACL’s new subscription license will ensure that you continue to receive the latest and greatest updates to our software and world class technical support as always, as well as providing access to three new, valuable services, not previously offered with your software:

- **Results Cloud**, which enables you to easily and securely publish analytical results to the web where you may share insights with, and assign exception remediation actions to, up to 2 additional unlicensed users per AN license you own;
- **ScriptHub**, which is an ever-growing online library of pre-written analytic scripts used to accomplish a wide range data analysis challenges with minimal effort;
- **Academy**, which is an online learning platform delivering a variety of courses for “at your own pace” learning in the use of data analysis, both through foundational learning and functional case study examples.

Additional information on these new services is available at www.acl.com. Please note that these services are only available under ACL’s subscription license.

Subscription licenses for the software include the normal customer and technical support previously provided under your annual support agreement. Support specifics can be found on the ACL website at https://www.acl.com/services/acl-support-services/.